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Chainmail Bikini Webcomic Returns October 2nd
St. Louis, MO, September 21, 2009
Shamus Young and Shawn Gaston are proud to announce that the short lived but generally well
received webcomic Chainmail Bikini will once again have a home online!
Chainmail Bikini is a Dungeons & Dragons ™ parody webcomic, that originally ran from fall
of 2007 to spring of 2008. The comic has been unavailable since the summer of 2008, but due to the
clamoring of tens of fans it will return to a glorious new home at
http://shawntionary.com/chainmailbikini/
Young and Gaston will be reposting the original run of the series, all 51 comics, with brand new
bonus commentary. At the end of the original series, there will be one new bonus comic, and then the
archives will be available forever.
“I'm really excited that Chainmail Bikini will be online again. We did a lot of good work, and
it would be a shame if it was lost forever,” says Young.
“For the last year and a half, fans haven't been able to read their favorite comics about the
Displacer Moose or dead clerics or Silvershaft, the magical spear. Now finally old fans of Chainmail
Bikini will be able to relive their fond memories of 2007, and we can share the comic with a whole new
generation of readers,” says Gaston.
Beginning October 2nd, the original comics will be reposted every Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday. Young and Gaston will provide new commentary, discussing the creation of Chainmail Bikini,
and why, ultimately, they moved on to other projects.
For more information contact Shawn Gaston at http://shawntionary.com/blog/ or Shamus Young
at http://shamusyoung.com/twentysided/
–
Shamus Young is the creator of the world famous DM of the Rings webcomic, as well as a contributor
to the Escapist. Shawn Gaston is the creator of the popular in Germany webcomic Clockworks, as well
as a freelance RPG illustrator. Between the two of them, they have over a decade of experience
creating webcomics, and over two decades playing tabletop rpgs.
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